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ABSTRACT Direct analysis of lipid lamellar packing based on the probabilistic estimate of 11- and l2-triplet phase invariants is
evaluated here for a larger variety of bilayer structures than examined in an original study of this problem (Dorset, D.L., 1990.
Biophys. J. 58:1077-1087). Using x-ray crystal structures of five phospholipids, three glycerides and two cerebrosides, lamellar
diffraction data were generated at the - 3 A resolution often found experimentally from oriented multilayers. For structures where
no significant density occurs at the unit cell origin, the ab initio phase determination is successful for six of the ten structures. A
seventh structure can be solved if a limited set of 12-triples are used to determine the initial phase set based on the hierarchy of the
A2 values. Bilayers, e.g., with solvent at the origin, can be analyzed if a modified criterion for accepting phase estimates for 11-triples
is used, as suggested by the distribution of normalized structure factors and the number of probable single-valued phase domains.
In all cases, partial phase determinations can be refined effectively by density modification ("flattening") of the hydrocarbon region
in real space. A figure of merit suggested by Luzzati et al. (Luzzati, V., A. Tardieu, and D. Taupin. 1972. J. Mol. Biol. 64:269-286)
used to evaluate the success of such refinement can be supplemented by an evaluation of density smoothness, which can also
detect the presence of near structure homomorphs not identified by the former test for density flatness.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, we have been interested in developing
electron crystallographic techniques for the quantitative
structure analysis of lipid bilayers, in order to exploit the
use of lamellar data from microcrystalline samples that
can be epitaxially-nucleated readily on organic sub-
strates (Dorset et al., 1983; Dorset, 1990a). Although
there may be some perturbation by secondary scattering
(Cowley et al., 1951), the measured electron diffraction
intensity data, nevertheless, adequately correspond to
the kinematical scattering approximation (i.e., the crys-
tallographic R-factor is <0.31) so that ab initio struc-
ture analyses can be carried out. Initial determinations
of such structures were based on an idea proposed by
Hitchcock et al. (1975) for the phasing of lamellar x-ray
data from a phosphatidylethanolamine, i.e., that a con-
formational model based in a similar crystal structure be
used in a translational search for a minimum of the
crystallographic residual in space group PT. Electron
diffraction structure analyses of this kind on a variety of
representative phospholipid bilayers (Dorset, 1987,
1988a, b; Dorset el al., 1987; Dorset and Zhang, 1990)
seemed to produce reasonable results, sometimes indi-
cating the presence of headgroup conformations or
lamellar packings not found in x-ray crystal structures of
close analogues. On the other hand, the significance of
the crystallographic R-factor as a figure of merit (Hamil-
ton, 1964) for such analyses is always problematic,
especially if one has to distinguish between two possible
structures which result in minima with comparable
depth (Dorset, 1982; Dorset et al., 1987).
It had also been found that high resolution electron
microscope images could be obtained from these bilayer
arrays (Fryer and Dorset, 1987) and that the Fourier
transform of these images were useful for directly
determining crystallographic phases for the low angle
diffraction data (Dorset, 1988a). Experiments on a
cryo-electron microscope demonstrated that the 16 A
resolution seen in images obtained on a conventional
instrument could be extended to at least 6 A (Dorset et
al., 1990) and that the crystallographic phases obtained
from the computed Fourier transform of these images
exactly matched the results from a structure analysis
employing a model derived from the x-ray crystal struc-
ture of a very similar lipid (Elder et al., 1977).
While these results from high resolution image data
were encouraging, there was still a need fo find an
unbiased method for extending the phase determination
to the 3 A resolution limit found in many electron
diffraction patterns from such lipids. Direct methods,
based on the probabilistic estimate of structure invariant
phase sums (Hauptman, 1972), were employed for this
purpose and found to be successful in assigning correct
values to the phases not defined by the Fourier trans-
form of the electron microscope image (Dorset et al.,
1990). Surprisingly enough, it was also discovered that
these direct phase determinations could also be useful,
even without supplementary electron microscope im-
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ages, in many cases finding phase values for enough
reflections to permit calculation of a directly interpret-
able structure map. This was demonstrated for a number
of electron diffraction data sets and also x-ray data sets
from other laboratories, for which the phase determina-
tions had been originally made by other methods (Dor-
set, 1990b).
Although the success of direct methods is unexpected
(because the data do not extend to atomic resolution), a
number of questions remain to be answered before they
can be used with confidence for any lipid data set. Thus,
how reliable is this phase determination for the analysis
of other bilayer structures? In the initial work on a
variety of different phospholipids, one can nevertheless
argue that all examples have very similar molecular
architectures (especially headgroup conformations) and
layer structures. Is it possible to determine correctly the
profiles of structurally different lipid bilayers, i.e., com-
posed of phospholipids with different headgroup geome-
tries? Additionally, if such analyses are possible, they
will often be incomplete. For example, in the ab initio
determination of the 1,2-dihexadecyl-sn-glycerophos-
phoethanolamine bilayer structure from electron diffrac-
tion data (excluding electron microscope images), 13 of
16 phase values were found (Dorset et al., 1990). Is it
possible, therefore, to refine the phases after the initial
determination to produce a more complete set and thus
a more accurate representation of the layer packing?
This paper attempts to answer these questions by
carrying out direct structure determinations for phospho-
lipid bilayers with different headgroup geometries than
considered before and also for several other glycerol-
and sphingosine-based compounds that also pack in
bilayers. In many cases, it will be found that the analysis
leads to the correct structure. A possible method for
phase refinement will also be discussed which is based
on the "solvent flattening" techniques used in protein
crystallography (Wang, 1985).
DIFFRACTION DATA
In order to evaluate the applicability of the direct phase determina-
tions to diffraction data from the lipid multilayers, model lamellar
x-ray diffraction data were calculated from the atomic coordinates,
given in the x-ray crystal structures of a number of bilayer structures
listed in Table 1, and employing the structure factor expression
Fh = 2 fjcos2iT( rj). (1)
Here, h is a reciprocal lattice vector for the row with index 00e and rj
and z-coordinates of atomic positions along the normal to the bilayer.
As can be appreciated from the examination of individual crystal
structures, the centrosymmetry implied by Eq. 1 (hence space group
PT) can be justified for all of the lamellar data used in this study (Table
2). This restricts the phase choice to 0, Ir for any reflection. For the
structure factor calculations, Doyle-Turner (1968) scattering factor
values,f, (also found in the International Tables for X-Ray Crystallog-
raphy, Vol. 4 [Ibers and Hamilton, 1974]), were used without an
isotropic temperature factor. (As it turns out, this assumption that
Bi,0 = 0.0 A2 is not a bad approximation for the low angle diffraction
data.) The data resolution used (e.g., 3 A) is about the same as that
often encountered experimentally (e.g., see examples treated earlier
[Dorset, 1990b]). One of the compounds listed in Table 1, i.e., GDLT,
is based on the crystal structure of its o-brominated analogue, (Watts
et al., 1972), using atomic coordinates reported by Pan born (1973).
From the calculated structure factor magnitudes IF 1, normalized
values IE | are computed from the structure factor magnitudes in
TABLE 1 Bilayer lipid structures used for direct phase determination
Lamellar No. of
Compound spacing (A)* reflections Reference
1,2-dilauroyl-rac-glycero-phosphoethanolamine * acetic
acid (DLPE * Ac) 47.66 15 Elder et al. (1977)
1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-phosphocholine * H20
(DMPC) 54.95 15 Pearson and Pascher (1979)
1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-phospho-rac-glycerol, sodium
salt (DMPG) 45.31 16 Pascher et al. (1987)
1,2-dilauroyl-rac-glycero-phospho-N,N-dimethyletha-
nol-amine (DLPEM2) 39.73 13 Pascher and Sundell (1986)
1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-phosphate, monosodium salt
(DMPA) 40.11 14 Harlos et al. (1984)
rac glycerol 1,2(dilaurate) 3(p-toluene sulfate)
(GDLT) 40.63 13 Watts et al. (1972)
1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycerol (GDL) 34.15 13 Pascher et al. (1981)
1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycerol (GDP) 43.25 16 Dorset and Pangborn (1988)
cerebroside * EtOH (CER) 45.89 17 Pascher and Sundell (1977)
methyl cerebroside (MCER) 44.05 16 Nyholm et al. (1990)
*The doo, spacing of the original crystal structure where c is taken to be the longest unit cell axis. (A shift of a and c values is required for the
DLPE * Ac structure to conform to this assignment.)
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TABLE 2 Structure factors ued in direct phase analysis
e DLPE * Ac DMPC DMPG DLPEM2 DMPA GDLT GDL GDP CER MCER
1 255.6 259.0 357.3 122.9 158.6 123.5 83.8 88.3 311.2 219.9
2 16.3 -43.7 122.0 18.0 64.0 3.0 15.3 26.6 80.1 -10.6
3 -12.4 -60.2 87.9 23.2 57.0 -13.6 21.0 41.3 14.5 -12.0
4 -67.5 -117.7 -37.3 -7.6 4.1 -39.6 -29.0 -15.9 -186.2 -125.7
5 0.2 -9.2 44.2 40.5 26.9 -28.7 -12.2 -0.7 -155.3 28.3
6 -14.8 -15.2 19.7 1.4 26.2 -48.0 -28.0 -30.8 -175.6 -40.4
7 -46.9 -7.5 50.3 -2.6 34.4 -64.0 -19.8 -11.2 -39.3 -25.2
8 -33.7 -14.8 -51.2 -70.9 36.1 -45.2 -30.9 -23.8 -18.3 -178.9
9 -38.9 -18.4 -101.3 -69.0 22.9 -61.1 -49.8 -19.6 -22.9 -143.8
10 41.5 -0.4 -180.1 -83.2 46.7 -52.7 -46.0 -27.5 -55.5 -79.1
11 37.7 -23.3 -201.2 -43.9 38.4 -87.2 -59.2 -41.6 -53.2 56.9
12 123.0 -28.3 -185.1 -35.8 67.9 -26.5 -18.9 -42.5 -65.1 66.5
13 151.5 -34.1 -162.3 3.7 38.8 -2.7 -20.0 -59.6 52.1 16.5
14 198.6 -58.7 -88.8 31.7 -35.9 100.4 -83.4
15 107.9 -6.2 -86.1 -46.8 166.2 -105.7
16 -46.2 -3.8 130.2 -47.8
17 69.1
18 -44.9
Table 2 by
IEWI2 = lFjI2 /f2
The normalization assumes that (jE hl2)h = 1.0.
DIRECT PHASE DETERMINATION
As applied in our earlier work, direct determination of crystallo-
graphic phases is based on the probabilistic estimate of three phase
invariants in space group PT (Hauptman, 1972). That is, one predicts
the value of the structure invariant phase sums
4 h,+ h2 + h3 (3)
where the Miller indicesh-O have the constraint/i1 + h2 + h3 0.
(Hence the 4) sums the phase values for three individual reflections
qf;.) For the general case where h, X h2 . h3 the phase invariant is
called a 12-triple and the probability of its predicted value being
correct is directlyLproportional to the value of A2 = k EW,E* 2E31'
where k = 2/ VN is a scaling constant based on the number of
nonhydrogen atoms in the unit cell. When h,= h 2 = - 1/2 h 3, has a
E1-triple and probability of predicting its value is based on
Al = (IE W12 _ 1)IE2II i. (4)
In x-ray crystallography, as well as other applications of direct
phasing methods to electron crystallography, the prediction of three
phase invariant sums is most reliable for the l2-triplets. In general,
only a few phase values from E1-triples can be found with confidence.
The surprising success of the ;1-triples for predicting phases for these
lamellar data is subject to constraints that will be discussed below.
To evaluate these simultaneous equations in phase, one is permitted
to define the phase of one reflection a priori in order to fix the unit cell
origin (Dorset, 1990b). This reflection must be of odd index (h = OOt,
where e = 2n + 1) and, generally, the phase of the 001 reflection is
used for this purpose.
RESULTS
In the direct phase determination with data generated
from the 10 crystal structures listed in Table 1, six ab
initio analyses were carried out with no difficulty, but
three others required a revision of the criterion used to
accept estimates of El-triples. One other structure
analysis needed to be initiated with one erroneous
12-triplet in the starting set of phase invariants. The
details of these analyses are given in the following
discussion.
1. Correct structure determinations
(a) DMPC. Unlike the lecithin bilayers considered in
earlier x-ray (Torbet and Wilkins, 1976) and electron
diffraction (Dorset, 1987a) studies, the crystal structure
described by Pearson and Pascher (1979) contains two
distinct headgroup conformations. Nevertheless, as sche-
matized in Fig. 1 a, 11 ;2-quartets with A2 2 0.01 can be
used to link the values of 13 of the 15 reflections after
*WI = 0 is chosen to define the origin. Additionally, the
values of four El-triples can be used where A, has a
negative value, to predict that '004 = *M6 = *0012 = -014
i7r, thus assigning phases to all the reflections linked by
the l2-triples. Only the value of *00,0 remains undefined.
A one-dimensional electron density map is shown in
Fig. 2 a.
(b) DMPG. The values of nine E2-triples where A2 >
0.13 are found to be correct, linking reflections as shown
in Fig. 1 b. A large A, = 0.30 is taken to indicate that
4;O2 = 0, whereas three negativeAI < -0.04 determine
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FIGURE 1 Normalized structure factor values E vs. d* for bilayer
lipid model structures successfully analyzed by direct methods. The
designation "0" signifies that the reflection has phase 'ph = 0, whereas
"O" denotes 'h = Tr. Reflections joined by a line (-) are those
correctly related by a 12-triple through the origin defining phase 4P1, =
0. Those reflections assigned phase values by X,-triples are also
indicated. (a) DMPC, (b) DMPG, (c) DLPEM2, (d) GDLT, (e) GDL,
(f ) GDP.
WO= 4lt14 = 1)0016 = u. In all, 12 of 16 reflections are
assigned phases and the initial map is shown in Fig. 2 b.
(c) DLPEM2. As found in the crystal structure (Pas-
cher and Sundell, 1986), the headgroup conformation of
this racemic N,N-dimethylphosphatidylethanolamine is
somewhat unusual, differing from the one determined
for the bilayer structure of a chiral homologue (Dorset
and Zhang, 1990). The estimates of five Z2-quartets with
A2 2 0.06 are used to find relationships between the
lamellar reflections, as shown in Fig. 1 c. A positive A1 =
0.11 value indicates that 4'002 = 0 and three additional
negative A1 < -0.02 determine from the E1-triples that
0 = '008 = 0010 = Thus, phase values are found for 9
of 13 reflections to produce the map in Fig. 2 c.
(d) GDLT. The 3-tosylate of 1,2-dilaurin has a glyc-
erol conformation like that of DLPEM2 (Pascher and
Sundell, 1986). As outlined in Fig. 1 d, direct phasing
can be used to find values for all reflections. There are
10 12-triples, where A2 2 0.02, which are correct. A
positive Al value determines that '1002 = 0 in addition to
4'001 = 0 which is used for origin definition. Four
additional negative Al values indicate that '1)6 = '008 =
(d) | \ direct phasing
| \ 7coret structure
correct
structur
} ~~phasing
||* ~~correct
directt
J ~~~phasing
5 10 15 20 25A
FIGURE 2 Electron density maps for lipids analyzed as in Fig. 1. The
density profile is compared with that of the correct structure, which
often is reached by phase refinement. When phase errors remain after
the refinement, the final profile is also shown. (a) DMPC, (b) DMPG,
(c) DLPEM2, (d) GDLT, (e) GDL, (f ) GDP. Only one-half of the
bilayer is represented.
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10=00 0012 = 'n. Thus, the phases that are found for the
13 reflections produce the map in Fig. 2 d.
(e) 1,2-diglycerides. Despite the chain length differ-
ences, crystal structures of two chiral 1,2-diglycerides
demonstrate that the layer packings are strictly homolo-
gous (Pascher et al., 1987; Dorset and Pangborn, 1988).
For the shorter chain compound, GDL, relationships
between reflections can be found from seven E2-triples
where A2 2 0.14. A positive A1 value is used to signify
that '.2 = 0 and three negative values indicate that
O = 008 = 0012 = w. As outlined in Fig. 1 e, phases are
found for 10 of 13 reflections to produce the one-
dimensional electron density map in Fig. 2 e.
The structure analysis of GDP is no less successful.
Relationships between reflections are found from seven
E2-triples with A2 > 0.16 and additional assignments are
made from one positive and six negative Al values as
outlined in Fig. lf to give phase values for 13 of 16
reflections. The structure map is shown in Fig. 2f.
2. Problematic structure analyses
(a) DLPE-Ac. Although direct phase determination is
quite successful for experimental x-ray and electron
diffraction data from phosphatidylethanolamines (Elder
et al., 1977), the analysis of the acetic acid solvate is not
so straightforward. The problem is not due to the
12-triples. It is found that only one error exists for 10 of
these whereA2 2 0.02. The phase relationships forA2 2
0.25 are depicted in Fig. 3 a. However, the high angle
estimates of 11-triples are incorrect, even though the
values P002 = 0 and 'P4 = P008 = v are correctly
predicted. Only if 'P012 = 0014 = 0 are accepted (hence
the inverse of the expected value), can the map in
Fig. 4 a be calculated.
(b) DMPA. The problem with this structure determina-
tion is very similar to the previous one. Twelve y2-triples
can be accepted where A2 2 0.02 to link up the lamellar
reflections as shown in Fig. 3 b. Although a larger
positive El-triple where Al = 0.70 correctly determines
that '02 = 0, four other values erroneously predict that
higher angle phases have the value Tr. Only when these
are reset to 'P = 0 can the map in Fig. 4 b be calculated.
(c) CER. As before, there are seven correct E2-triples
whereA2 2 0.18 which can be used to link reflections as
shown in Fig. 3 c. For the E1-triple, correct estimates are
made for 'P002 = 0 and 'Pi = r at relatively low angle, but
a value for 'P014 iS misassigned. On the other hand, the
value for 'P.18 = v is correct. If the 0014 is reset to 0 to
give phases for 12 of 18 reflections the map of Fig. 4 c
can be computed.
(d) MCER. The problem with this structure analysis is
in the prediction of M;2-triple phase sums. For example,
of seven invariants with A2 2 0.14, there are two errors,
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FIGURE 3 Normalized structure factors vs. d, for difficultly
analyzed bilayer structure. Symbols are as in Fig. 1 except that "AS"
denotes and signifies a phase assignment where the Y,-triple value
needs to be shifted by ir. (a) DLPE * Ac, (b) DMPA, (c) CER, (d)
MCER (for this latter example, two incorrect £2-triple relationships
are indicated by a dashed line [---J).
as indicated in Fig. 3 d. The two most negative E1-triples
(A, < -0.08) are correct. Using the origin definition
P001 = 0 and the connectivity indicated, phase values can
be given for 9 of 16 reflections, one of which ('0011) is
incorrect. The initial map is shown in Fig. 4 d.
Phase refinement
Within the constraints discussed above, total phase
assignments are given to two structures (DMPA and
GDLT) by direct methods and no further discussion is
necessary for these. A third structure, DMPC, has only
one very weak reflection which is undefined, and assign-
ment of either phase value to it does not change the
appearance of the electron density map in Fig. 2 a.
As suggested in numerous studies, including some
recent work on protein crystal structures (Zhang and
Main, 1990), at least two approaches can be taken for
phase refinement when the structure is not resolved to
atomic positions. One of these is to use the Sayre (1952)
equation, a convolution of phased structure factors
F(p )F(I -f ) w(;)F(!),
p
where the predominance of known values, hopefully,
will define the few that remain unknown. (Here F(n) a
Fn , and n' , h, h - are Miller indices used in the
summation. The w(h) value is a scale factor.) This
relationship was tested for all the partial determinations
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(a) change t004 to 0. Only one of these values is correct. If
sh.ft) .one extends the resolution of the original data set to 1.4e | z ~~direct phasing(with shifts)
A, then the determined sequence *005 = 0, t006 = 0,
i Z \ > correct structure *Om7 = vr is correct.
The alternative approach is to use density modifica-
tion, known as "solvent flattening" in protein crystallog-
7 S \ I w \ raphy (Wang, 1985). The region of these amphiphile
structures, which can be most reliably modified in this
final refinernent/i way, is the hydrocarbon chain segments, e.g., as implied
in the work of Worthington and Khare (1978) among
(b) \ others (e.g., Nagle and Wiener, 1989). Thus, in the
analysis of these incompletely determined structures,
the features of the headgroup are accepted as being
direct phasing (with shifts)
correct but the rippling of the hydrocarbon portion is
&Pv/8. flattened to some mean value with some fall-off allowed
correct structure near the chain ends (although without too much atten-
tion paid to the exact functional form). The Fourier
transform is calculated as in Eq. 1 above, except that the
usual scattering factor fj is replaced by 7i((r) * p(r))
where p(r) is the observed map density at locus r. When
(c) ,b directphasng(withshifts) shifted to an origin to simulate a point scatterer the
Fourier transform is uniform over all reciprocal space
(see Champeney [1973]). The phase values are found in
final refinement the signs of the resultant structure factors. These are
then used to calculate a new map by
e.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1\ ' corTect \, ' 1~~~~~=~Fco2'rQ~.~)p(r) =C-Fcosh 7(hrj
drect phasing and the process is continued until the phase assignments
are stable.
In most cases, hydrocarbon chain flattening is highly
final refinement successful, as reviewed in Table 3. (Note that phases not
listed are identical to those in Figs. 1 and 3.) Even when
one or two phases remain with an incorrect phase value,
the maps are very close to the ones calculated from the
true phases (see Figs. 2 and 4), mainly because the
correct \: associated structure factor magnitudes are weak. The
,. sbrUcUre most difficult analysis experienced so far was for MCER.
5 10 lb 2b 25A After five refinement cycles based on the procedure
outlined above, two phase errors remain, but the map is
FIGURE 4 Electron density maps for lipids analyzed as in Fig. 3. very close to that of the true structure (Fig. 4 d). Again,
Notations are made as in Fig. 2. (a) DLPE * Ac, (b) DMPA, (c) CER, only the density of the chain packing was altered in this
(d) MCER. refinement.
As suggested by Luzzati et al. (1972), the progress of
the phase refinement can be evaluated by use of a figure
indicated in Fig. 1 and 3, assuming that the starting of merit which tests the flatness of the density distribu-
phase set found by direct phasing can be accepted. In tion. It is said to be related to a maximum entropy value
general, although some phase values are correctly deter- when this function is minimized (Luzzati et al., 1988). If
mined, it is not a satisfactory procedure, undoubtedly the data are normalized (e.g., by setting Fow = 0) so that
due to the low resolution of these data. This presump- the mean density of the map -p = 0 and Ap = p - p, then
tion can be justified. For example, in the refinement of the value of (Ap4) serves this purpose. Progress of the
the DLPEM2 structure, at 3.1 A resolution, the Sayre structure refinements shown in Figs. 2 and 4 are assessed
equation predicts joos = q006 = *007 = vr and attempts to in Table 4 for the structures that are not completely
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TABLE 3 Results of phase refinement by density modMcation
of hydrocarbon chains (only missing reflections shown)
e refined correct
DLPE * Ac
3
5
6
7
10
DMPG
4
5
6
7
DLPEM2
5
6
7
13
GDP
3
5
7
9
GDL
3
4
5
CER
3
8
9
10
11
12
MCER
2
3
4
5
6
11l
12
13
O*
IT*
,r
IT
0
'rr
0
0
0
IT
0
'r
Ir
0
IT
0
0
0
0
0
'Tr
0
O*
ITr*
ITr
Tr*
0
,Tr*
ITT
0
IT
Tr
,Tr
0
Tr
Ir
ITt
ITr
ot
IT
IT
Ir
Ir
'Tr
'r
0
0
0
Tr
17
0
Irr
'Tr
0
IT
Ir
'ri
,T
IT
IT
IT
IT
0
0
0
0
TABLE 4 Progress of structure analysis evaluated by the
value of (4p4) (values x 102)
Direct Real space Actual model
Compound phases refinement structure
DMPG 2.40 1.61 1.61
DLPEM2 3.12 2.34 2.22
DLPE - Ac 2.90 1.90 1.80
GDL 2.47 1.49 1.49
GDP 1.58 1.34 1.34
CER 1.49 0.94 0.99
MCER 1.90 0.81 0.72
Instead of testing the flatness of the density function,
one could just as well evaluate its smoothness, assuming
that the relatively most smooth profile should be the
most likely. For this, one can calculate s = (I ap ar I),
where an average is taken over local differences in the
magnitude of the density function. As shown in Table 5,
this is just as successful as the method proposed by
Luzzati. However, in the structure ofMCER the refined
phase set leads to a calculated value of s which is slightly
smaller than the phase set of the actual structure.
DISCUSSION
In the initial evaluation of direct phase determinations
of lamellar diffraction data from phospholipids (Dorset,
1990b), the reliable use of ;2 and Y., triples was dis-
cussed. Combining these findings with the analyses
carried out above, it is possible to make the following
generalizations.
(a) Sigma 2 triples are more reliable for phase
determination than are the X,-triples. In 9 of 10 of the
examples considered above, it was possible to set a
threshold value for A2, above which the prediction of all
the ;2-triple phases was correct. For the remaining
example, a nearly correct structure could be reached,
despite two errors in the 12-triples used for phase
determination. Such behavior is consistent with the use
*Weak reflection. 'Relatively weak. 'Incorrect value in direct phase
set.
phased by direct methods. The refinement always im-
proves the map calculated from the initial incomplete
phase set and, in general, even if the correct (model)
structure is not reached, this should always have the
lowest (Ap4). There is only one slight deviation from this
rule in Table 4, i.e., a refined value is found for CER
which is lower than the value calculated for the actual
structure.
An alternative figure of merit can also be suggested.
TABLE 5 Progress of structure analysis evaluated by the
value of (I ap/xI) (values x 102)
Direct Real space Actual model
Compound phases refinement structure
DMPG 3.39 3.26 3.26
DLPEM2 4.15 3.80 3.75
DLPE Ac 6.04 5.54 5.44
GDL 3.93 3.33 3.33
GDP 4.44 3.90 3.90
CER 3.97 3.50 3.46
MCER 5.09 3.81 3.83
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of direct methods to determine molecular organic crys-
tal structures where diffraction data are measured to
better than atomic resolution.
(b) The use of sigma 1 triples, which must be done
more cautiously than the evaluation of the Y2 phase
sums, seems to be governed, in part, by the envelope of
normalized IE.I in Figs. 1 and 3, reminiscent of the
search for "intensity zeroes" when using bilayer swelling
techniques to phase x-ray diffraction data (Burge and
Fiddy, 1981). For example, within the first low angle
intensity region, it is often possible to assign a phase
*M2 = 0, as indicated by a large positive A, value.
Negative l1-triples for higher angle reflections are often
reliable, especially when the reflection indices can be
demonstrated to be in an intensity region separated
from the low angle reflections by a "node." In some
cases, e.g., DLPE * Ac, CER, evidence can be found for
three distinct intensity regions (Fig. 3) so that an
empirical phase shift might be justified for negative
X,-triples in the highest angle region. In other cases, e.g.,
DMPA, this distinction is not so clear.
Within these constraints, the use of phase invariants
as a technique for ab initio determination of unknown
bilayer structures seems to be reliable. Obviously, there
was no problem with six of the ten structures considered
in this paper. This is encouraging, because the head-
group structures and/or conformations were not the
more "typical" ones considered in our initial work and,
hence, indicates that direct phasing may not be re-
stricted to the solution of just one type of structural
motif. From the electron density maps in Fig. 2, it will be
noted that all of these structures have minimal density at
the unit cell origin.
For the four structures that were more difficult to
solve, three have density at the unit cell origin due to
solvation or a counterion. As described, a somewhat
subjective constraint could be placed on the structure
analysis to accept structures where such features appear,
e.g., in a multisolution approach where clusters of
phases within intensity domains are given uniform phase
signs. Without atomic resolution, however, the correct-
ness of a model can be difficult to prove (Karle, 1989),
since the use of a crystallographic R-factor as a figure of
merit has been found to be a poor determinant in this
case (Hamilton, 1964). An illustration of this point can
be made with the DMPA structure. If an intensity zero is
expected near (004) so that all lower angle reflections
have a phase value 0 and higher angle reflection phase vr
(as would be expected from the El assignments in our
determination), then the electron density map obtained
is found to be "reasonable" (Fig. 5 b) especially in the
headgroup profile. The crystallographic residual for the
experimental structure factor magnitudes used to calcu-
late the map and those obtained from the reverse
Fourier transform of the map is 4.5%. However, if all the
phases are 0, as known from the crystal structure, then
the map (Fig. 5 a) may not look "reasonable" (i.e.,
consistent with a preconceived notion of density distribu-
tion), even if it is correct! The reverse Fourier transform
gives an R-factor of 7.5% with the model structure
factors, i.e., the agreement is "worse" for the correct
structure. Similarly, while the value of (Ap') used above
is sufficient for evaluating the progress of a refinement,
this moment calculation is not a good figure of merit to
distinguish between two near homometric structures.
Thus, for DMPA, the correct structure yields (Ap4) =
3.10 x 10-2, whereas a value 1.77 x 10-2 is found for the
incorrect model. An evaluation of the density smooth-
ness is much more successful here. For the correct
model, one obtains a value s = 2.74 x 10' while s =
2.77 x 102 for the incorrect structure. Although these
values are not greatly different, their similarity should
indicate that the solvated structure might be considered
as an alternative.
The test of density smoothness as a figure of merit
thus appears to be another viable way of evaluating the
phases in these diffraction patterns. As suggested above,
clusters of phases related by the 12 formula can be
assigned an algebraic value a = 0, ir. For example, in the
cerebroside (CER) structure (see Fig. 3 c), the highest
resolution data, which are falsely assigned a phase sign
* = 'r by E1-triples, can be evaluated by two separate
density maps calculated with an algebraic ambiguity.
b10 1 20A
FIGURE 5 Comparison of correct vs. "reasonable" choice of phase
values based on a presumed zero near (004) for the lipid DMPA (see
Fig. 3 b). (a) The actual structure has significant density near the
origin and is calculated from cell q$h = 0. (b) The incorrect structure,
calculated from qlh = 0 for h = 001, 002, 003, 004, and q$h = r for all
other indices of 00o, is very "reasonable" in appearance because the
density profile resembles that of, e.g., GDP (Fig. 2f) after direct
phase determination. Because both structures produce the same
Patterson function, they are termed "homometric" (Hosemann and
Bagachi, 1962).
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After phase refinement, the correct solution is indicated
by s = 3.54 x 10-2 (a = 0) versus a value s = 3.95 x 10-1
(a = IT). The correct solution is also indicated in the
initial phase set for DLPE * Ac when an ambiguity is
used for the highest resolution phase cluster, i.e., s =
6.04 x 102 when a = 0 for the cluster of highest
resolution data interrelated by l2-triples whereas s =
6.08 x 10-2 when a = r. Because these values are very
close, the alternative solution must be considered as
another possibility. The appearance of density at the
unit cell origin could be used then as an expected
chemical feature of the structure to enable a choice to be
made.
Problems encountered in the analysis of the methyl
cerebroside (MCER) lamellar packing has nothing to do
with the evaluation of E1-triplet phase sums. MCER is
merely a difficult structure to solve, as also encountered
sometimes in atomic-resolution small molecule crystal-
lography. The analysis summarized above seems to
indicate a procedure that could be useful in such cases,
i.e., to set a reasonably high threshold for A2 values for
acceptance of ;2-triples. Even with one or two phase
errors, there may be enough of a start toward finding the
correct structure in the initial phase set that a subse-
quent phase refinement will produce satisfactory results.
However, unlike the previous examples where, gener-
ally, a single cycle is needed to find a phase set that will
remain stable for repeated cycles, the MCER structure
will only find a stable solution after five refinement
cycles.
To summarize, it is clear that traditional direct phas-
ing methods can be very useful for solving lipid bilayer
structures. As demonstrated in this work, a variety of
amphiphilic materials can be analyzed and, for the
phospholipids, a number of headgroup classes or confor-
mations can be successfully studied. While some modifi-
cations in the methods must be made in some cases, e.g.,
for structures where significant density will be found at
the unit cell origin, it is also evident that high resolution
electron microscopy could enable the structure analysis
to be carried out without any subjective bias about which
result should appear to be most "reasonable."
Received forpublication 6 May 1991 and in finalform 22 August
1991.
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